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1) Was 2018 a positive year for your business? 

Please select one: Yes 

For Brightwater, the past year has again been unprecedented in terms of the enormous 

changes within aged care and disability due to the ongoing reform of the sectors across 

Australia.  

Brightwater is navigating this path within an environment of funding uncertainty, increased 

focus on governance and regulation, and heightened public and media scrutiny of the aged 

care and disability in Australia – all the while retaining its usual optimism about the 

opportunities that changing times can bring. 

In 2018 Brightwater maintained a strong focus on strategy – particularly on transformation of 

core business and growth - and we were delighted to have development approval for a new 

boutique apartment offering for older people in Iluka which will commence building early in 

2019. This focus on strategy saw the implementation of a number of key initiatives that will 

make a huge difference to clients and staff alike – refurbishing our residential homes, 

adopting new technology and enhancing care practice through research.    

 

2) Do you expect WA’s economy will improve in the year ahead? 

Please select one: Yes 

The year ahead will continue to see enormous change and upheaval, particularly in the aged 

care and disability sectors. There are positive signs in terms of the enormous growth of 

these sectors and the investment that organisations are making in terms of building and 

development. Many organisations are on a growth path and we see increased building 

particularly in residential aged care and retirement living and investment in new technologies 

and systems to support clients. Aged Care is one of the fastest growing sectors in WA and 

will continue to be a large employer this year and into the future.  

  

3) How do you think the upcoming federal election will impact your business and our state? 

 Any change in government has the potential to affect business. For aged care and disability 

the potential for an election to influence existing government reforms nationally and state 

based spending on these sectors is significant.  

  

4) How do you rate the performance of the current federal government in supporting 

business? 

Very good 

Good 

Average 

Poor 

Very poor 

  

Why? 

  

  

5) How do you rate the performance of the current state government in supporting 

business? 

Very good 

Good 



Average 

Poor 

Very poor 

  

Why? 

  

  

6) Which three reforms should the federal government prioritise to support business? 

 

Given that the aged care royal commission will dominate the lives of providers in aged care 

over the next 10 months and influence the public perception of the sector, it is critical that the 

federal government uses this opportunity to make a strong commitment to the sector and its 

quality and viability. This is an opportunity to change what may not be working and enhance 

what is working.    

 

The roll out of the National Disability Insurance Scheme needs to be championed by 

government to ensure success for people living with a disability. There is still a long way to 

go to fully roll out and embed this new approach and government must continue to prioritise 

 

As one of the largest and fastest growing employment sectors aged care and disability will 

require an increasing numbers of skilled workers. Ensuring immigration, training and 

industrial policy supports this growth is key to providing great care for our most vulnerable.  

 

7)  Which three reforms should the state government prioritise to support business? 

  

Investment in the Sustainable Health Review by the State Government gave the health and 

broader primary health sectors the opportunity to contribute to the soon to be released final 

report. The implementation of those recommendations has the potential to significantly 

enhance the way the people of Western Australia receive health care and support for their 

and their family’s wellbeing. This should be a priority for the state government for 2019. 

 

 

 

 


